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Prologue

The idea to write this mini book about civilizational resets is inspired by contemporary
documentary makers who specialize in this intriguing topic. The notion that planet Earth is
currently undergoing a civilizational reset has been in vogue among this crowd in recent months.

The burning of the ancient Notre Dame Cathedral on 15 April 2019 has intensified claims by
certain independent film makers that planet Earth is currently undergoing a series of profound
political events on a scale not witnessed since the Second World War. This tragic event that
occurred in central Paris may convey alternative metaphorical meaning for different minds.

The Brexit referendum may signify the inevitable devolution of the bureaucratic European Union
(EU). This event coupled with the Yellow Vest Movement in France in 2019 may signify the return
of absolute sovereignty to EU member states. It is curious that mainstream Western corporate
media downplay the persistence and magnitude of Yellow Vest protests and riots. Vive La France!

It is not essential to concur with the premise that underpins my brief foray into the notion of
civilizational resets. This short introduction aims to stimulate curiosity and independent inquiry
for one or more ideas that I discuss. I strongly welcome you to challenge every claim in this book.
I do not claim to be an expert on this topic. I no longer believe in the corrupted concept of experts.
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Resets

This book is about a principle termed ‘civilization reset’. One way to introduce this notion to those
who have zero to miniscule knowledge of this noun is to analyze the literal meaning of each word
individually. This compound word conveys a meaning that is self-explanatory for many.

The Collins Dictionary (2019c) defines the adjective ‘reset’ via a definition that is illustrative. This
verbatim definition is:

If you reset a machine or device, you adjust or set it, so that it is ready to work
again or ready to perform a particular function.
[Example] She was careful to reset the alarm before she left the office.

The word ‘reset’ may be used in the past or future tense. Future tense usages require a
preposition word such as ‘shall reset’ or ‘will reset’. The present tense for ‘reset’ is ‘resetting’.

Resets may be ‘cataclysmic’ or ‘planned’. These are useful terms to use when conducting
research. Cataclysmic resets may occur at rapid pace. Examples may include meteorites crashing
on planet earth and massive instantaneous mud floods. Such resets are more likely to cause mass
casualties and destabilize populations. Planned resets are self-explanatory. They are staged over
a period of years. Some civilization resets may be planned over decades and centuries (see page
19). They are organized and deliberate. They also tend to be less destructive than cataclysms.
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Civilizations

The Collins Dictionary (2019a) defines ‘civilization’ as “a human society with its own social
organization and culture.” This dictionary offers the following illustration example of this noun:
“The ancient civilizations of Central and Latin America were founded upon corn.”

A civilization may be local, regional or global. It may be short lived, such as a few years or a few
decades. A civilization may be long lived – it may survive over centuries or millennia. Members
of a civilization share beliefs and display behaviors that are dominant within a geography.
Examples of belief systems are teachings of religious institutions and philosophical publications.
Behaviors include acts such as using written and spoken language to communicate.

For many, the notion of a ‘civilization’ is synonymous with an ‘empire’. This may be a useful way
of building or reaffirming your understanding of the word ‘civilization’. The Byzantine Empire is
an example of a civilization that scholars of Ancient History explore in college level courses.

According to Mark Wright (2018), The Byzantine Empire is also known as the ‘Eastern Roman
Empire’ and ‘Byzantium’. This Empire existed from circa 330 to 1453 CE. Emperor Constantine
founded the political and administrative capital at Constantinople. This sovereign reigned over
his empire from circa 306-337 CE.
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This empire’s geography varied in size over the centuries. Lands in in Italy, Greece, the Balkans,
Levant, Asia Minor and North Africa were annexed at different times. Byzantium was a Christian
state. Greek was the official language. Its political systems and culture were Greco-Roman. They
contained original elements beyond those borrowed from Roman civilizations of past eras.

The table below offers a template to locate and analyze key points for a civilization or empire.

Byzantine Empire: Key facts

Period

330 to 1453 CE

Location

Parts of modern day: southern Mediterranean Europe,
the Near East and North Africa.

Capital

Constantinople

Dominant languages

Latin and Greek dialects.

Dominant religion

Christianity, Eastern Orthodox

Executive

Absolute Monarchy. Head of state: Emperor.

Economy

Open borders – free regional and global trade.

Currencies

Various coinages: Solidus, histamenon and hyperpyron.

Population

Circa 2,000, 000 to 16, 000, 000 people.

Sources: Britannica (2019); National Gallery of Art (2019)
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This map by William Shepherd (1923) illustrates the Byzantium Empire from 1265 to 1355 CE.

University of Texas (2019)

This late period map shows a vastly reduced empire. Byzantium is mostly limited to parts of
modern-day Greece and Turkey. Critical-thinkers may conduct independent research to compare
the accuracy of this map’s dates and borders with other scholarly and non-scholarly sources.
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Part 1

Routine

Some acts that reset a device or a matter have zero to fundamental consequences for the quality
of life of human populations. My simple continuum diagram below is for illustration purposes.

Zero

Negligible

Minor

Neutral

Major

Fundamental

_____________________________________________________________________________

Adjectives such as ‘minor’ and ‘major’ consequences are subjective. I welcome people to
construct their own continuum diagram. Your opinions about gravity may vary dependent on
context factors such as time, place and matters that are specific to the event of interest.

Consider this example of a reset that has close to zero impact on a national economy. Trixie and
Pixie have been playing cards at home for money for 10 years. They keep a private ledger of net
debts payable. Trixie has always been in debt since the first card game. This debt has grown after
every card game. The debt has reached USD100,000. Pixie concludes that her best friend has no
chance to reduce this debt via her savings, income or future winnings. Pixie and Trixie agree to
reset this debt to zero, remain best friends and never gamble for money again.

Consider this example of a reset that will likely have major impacts at the national level. The
Treasury of a sovereign nation is bankrupt. It negotiates a loan with the International Monetary
Fund. As a part of this bailout package, this government must reset state funded pensions paid
to persons aged over 70 years. The rate is reset from 100 euros per week to 50 euros per week.
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Case study

Open-access scholarship

Free, peer-reviewed publications that discuss civilization resets are available via Google Scholar
using search words such as ‘civilization reset ’. Journal articles, book chapters and books may
support free-willed, critical researchers who aim to consult beyond this elementary book. The
Maya image below is a journal article example. The Kinzer image is a book chapter example.

Book title “Reset: Iran, Turkey and America’s Future” by Stephen Kinzer (2010)

The references section of this document provides a live web link for the sources shown above.
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Part 2

Reform

Acts that aim to reform a civilization strive to implement fundamental changes throughout one
or more spheres of a social formation. These realms may include domains such as the education
system, financial system, justice system and the agricultural sector. Fundamental changes in
government policy that target one sector virtually always influence at least one other sector.

The Collins Dictionary (2019b) defines fundamental as an adjective that may “describe things,
activities, and principles that are very important or essential. They affect the basic nature of other
things or are the most important element upon which other things depend.”

This dictionary refers to a democratic nation’s constitution as an example of a fundamentally
important document. This dictionary offers this illustration example: “Our constitution embodies
all the fundamental principles of democracy.” (Collins Dictionary, 2019b)

A nation that partially alters one sub-section of its constitution, via a democratic referendum, is
probably not enacting a fundamental change to its social fabric. It depends on the context. This
contrasts starkly with a national military force that permanently quashes the constitution of a
federated union of sovereign nation-states. Such acts fundamentally transform the political
system of a civilization. The newly implemented system resets a civilization’s political apparatus.
8

Civilization reset

There is no local, national, regional or global authority that has sole authority to define the notion
of a ‘civilization reset’ . Compare this situation to the noun ‘American legal tender’. There is one
institution that has authority to define this word – America’s sovereign Federal Government.

The absence of an official definition of for the word ‘civilization reset’ causes this word to convey
alternative things to different people. Two factors drive variations in meaning: the intent of the
speaker/writer and the context of the usage. Context is less relevant when the speaker/writer is
explicit about their use of the noun. The user may formally define the term. When the term is
not defined or its definition is covert, audiences need to analyze context to derive their
understanding. Some may be able to query the speaker in real-time or via correspondence.

Most discussions about civilization resets focus on the following realms of society: politics,
economy, culture and environment. Politics and economy are difficult to separate in many
contexts. This may explain the popularity of ‘political economy’ as a separate college discipline.

The diagram overleaf offers a way to categorize and conceptualize discourses that center on the
notion of a civilization reset. I theorize that it is useful to consider resets primarily in terms of
their magnitude of their impact on broader society. These consequences may be relatively
immaterial or profound. A person who chooses to unplug their malfunctioning alarm clock to
reset its stubbornly frozen numbers is a clear example of a reset intervention that is immaterial.
9

Classifying Civilization Resets

Structure

The remainder of this book contains three sections that offer elementary short introductions.
Parts 3 to 8 examine six types of high-stakes resets: Culture, infrastructure, environment, political
economy, military and revised orders. Revised orders virtually always encompass a
reorganization of all elements shown under the “Material reset” umbrella header shown above.

Part 9 examines a popular case study among contemporary civilization reset historian
researchers. These discussions explore the so-called Tartarian Empire of Eurasia.

The final section summarizes parts 1 to 9. This part briefly explores other research case studies.
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Case study

Bank resets

The collapse of Cypriot banks in 2013 is an example of an economic reset that is exceptional to
the classifications that I explore. This collapse had major consequences. Hundreds of thousands
of people lost most of their savings and their living standards plunged. This included Cypriot
citizens and foreign nationals. The image below is a media article related to this historical event.

The collapse of these commercial banks is classifiable as a major economic reset. The mass
reductions in savings accounts enabled these banks to erase billions of dollars in debts from their
balance sheets. These reductions in liabilities were lawful under Cypriot Law and European Law.

By European Union standards, Cyprus’s banking sector is not a major player compared to
members such as Britain. The reset of Cyprus’s banking sector was local and not civilizational.
11

Part 3

Culture

As a social sciences graduate, I find it painfully simplistic to hear people defend an argument by
limiting their evidence to a statement such as “because America has a different culture to Iran”.
My personal view is that such statements are meaningless unless supported with clear examples.
There are dozens of aspects of culture. All nations have different cultures to varying degrees.

I argue that culture contains the following elements, among dozens of others:

●

Political model

●

History

●

Geography & climate

●

Creative arts

●

Food and diet

●

Official language/s

●

Economy

●

Family structures

●

Legal system & laws

●

Dominant religion/s ●

Demographics

●

Martial culture.

These selected examples listed above are not mutually exclusive. For example, pork is not served
in the national military forces of Islamic republics, as directed by national laws. These laws are
devised and enforced by lawmakers who are the custodians of their nation’s political model.

All resets that have fundamental consequences affect the culture of a social formation to some
degree. This social formation may be local such as a remote village. A far-reaching reset may
affect a region such as member states of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN).
They may also reshape a recognized major civilization such as Western civilization at-large.
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Case study

Minority languages

The bullet list on the previous page lists “official language/s” as a component of cultures. This
simplified list is a useful example to extend the discussion of culture. Minority languages and
unofficial languages are an integral component of a culture in many social formations. The
prominent status of Spanish in the United States of America illustrates this point. Spanish is not
an official language in this country. It is a minority language – second to English. The Spanish
language is spoken in the home by around 40 million American residents (US Census, 2017). Many
state and federal public service brochures are published in English and Spanish as standard.

Many ethno-linguists argue that the policies of various governments in the Middle East have
seriously eroded the survival of Kurdish languages in nations such as Iran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey
over the past century (e.g. Rudaw, 2019). The use of this language in public domains has been
outlawed and criminalized at different times in modern day Turkey and Iraq.

The systemic marginalization of Kurdish languages may gradually reset the linguistic culture of
Arabic-speaking middle eastern nations. The Arabic language exerts regional political hegemony.
13

Part 4

Infrastructure

The construction and demolition of manmade infrastructure on a colossal scale is a possible
indicator of a civilization reset. The construction of dozens of massive ghost tower cities in China
is strong evidence that this nation’s government plans to shift millions of people into regional
cities. China is a centrally planned, micro-managed economy. These projects do not dominantly
represent the objectives and ideas of the corporate sector or the collective ideals of citizens.

Global demographers speculate that China plans to forcibly shift millions of rural farmers from
privately owned agricultural land and direct them to urban centers. Effectively, China’s food
production and food security will become a state-owned and state-managed grand enterprise.

These commentators speculate that this project aligns with United Nations Agenda 21 and United
Nations Agenda 2030. This civilizational reset aims to force a massively culled human population
to live in a small number of so-called ‘smart cities’ that are populated with miniature apartments.
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Case study

Preserved infrastructure

Civilization resets and transformations do not always demolish infrastructure to make space for
new periodic styles. The Kingdom of Spain has preserved grand architecture that does not align
with its ethnic majority culture or its largest minorities. Two thirds of Spaniards are Catholics.

Various regions of modern-day Spain were previously annexed into far-reaching Islamic Empires.
Several mosques and Islamic style buildings built in prior millennia remain standing in Spain.

From circa 1018 to 1118, Zaragoza was a part of the Taifa Kingdoms – an independent Muslim
state which rose in the 11th Century CE after the destruction of the Caliphate of Córdoba. Islamic
architecture from this period remains standing in Spain’s Zaragoza province. The images above
are illustration examples of these grand ancient architectures.
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Part 5

Environment

Changes in the natural environment may radically alter the social fabric of a civilization in the
short, medium or long term. Geo-transformations may empower or disempower society.
Changes to landscape geography and weather patterns are dominant aspects of the
environment. The ability of the humans to control weather patterns on a mass scale are rare.

Human civilizations can control the environment in numerous ways. Dominant examples are:



Agricultural practices that promote or prevent soil erosion;



Man-managed and random migration of animal and human populations;



Construction and deconstruction of human, plant and animal shelters.

Proponents of global warming claim that human activity that releases massive amounts of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere is driving the gradual rise of average temperatures on the planet. It
also ostensibly increases sea levels which are rising due to melting ice sheets in polar regions.

Global warming science is losing its dominance in public narratives. A growing number of Earth
scientists reject climate change models as flawed. They argue that such discourses are politically
motivated by elites to create panic and generate mass carbon taxes and profits from phony
‘green’ projects (e.g. Davison 2015; Cochran, 2018). May readers freely navigate impartial
research and freely draw their own conclusions on this controversial contemporary topic.
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Case study

Manmade weather

Prior to the Beijing Olympics opening ceremony on 8 August 2008, the air quality over the
Olympic stadium constantly resembled the image on the left, below. At the time of the opening
ceremony, the air over the stadium mirrored the clear sky image shown on the right side.

Western media claim that the Chinese Government used ‘cloud seeding’ technologies to manage
smog pollution and rain during the Beijing Olympics. The image below is a media article example.

Independent research journalist Deborah Tavares claims that clandestine ‘Deep State’ programs
use High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) weather warfare technologies to
destroy privately owned farms and estates. Such programs execute UN Agenda 21 policies which
seeks to shift millions of citizens from rural properties into densely populated ‘smart cities’.
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Part 6

Political economy

The manipulation of the global political economy is arguably the dominant way that human elites
conspire to build and break civilizations as planned projects. ‘Money makes the world go around’
is a famed idiom in numerous mainstream languages. The rise and fall of mining towns illustrates
how the discovery and depletion of underground riches attracts and repels the masses.

The diagram overleaf summarizes the 70-year post Second World War reconstruction plan,
known as the Marshall Plan. The front cover of The Economist magazine dated 9-15 January 1988
ostensibly foreshadows the planned destruction of global fiat currencies in 2018 (see Annex 1).

Many economic commentators claim that the ‘One Belt, One Road’ economic system being
funded by the Chinese Government is another case of history repeating itself. The term “debt
trap” is routinely used by economic commentators to describe loans taken from nations in Asia,
South America and Africa to fund this infrastructure (e.g. Gerstel, 2018). Effectively, China aims
to lead a global financial reset by shifting massive debt burdens into newly formed civilizations.

Those who harbor ideological objections to loans that bear interest may refer to interest as
‘usury’. Usury is a biblical word. The connotation of this word strongly implies that interest
bearing loans are always toxic. They offer no positive net benefits for humanity. Their purpose
aims to build a civilization that perpetually enslaves citizen taxpayers, i.e. the working masses.
18
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Part 7

Military

In virtually all nations, the military is the ultimate power authority. Those who control the military
may guide the destiny of the populace. Armed forces hardware, such as fighter jets, can easily
repel the inferior armament of constabulary police forces – should they clash during a civil war.
In democratic nations, the armed forces are a branch of the executive. The leadership of the
armed forces are accountable to the Minister of Defense and other Executive bodies such as the
congress and the Head of State such as a President or Prime Minister.

The armed forces virtually always play some role in planned resets of civilizations and regions.
This role may be subtle in cases where the transition is gradual, peaceful and seems to have the
implicit or explicit informed support of major stakeholders such as the civilian population.

War may occur when fundamental changes are inflicted on the masses by an external force.
Large-scale, long-term warfare between North Vietnam and South Vietnam during the 1960s and
1970s is an example of a destructive military conflict between sovereign nations. This war also
involved covert and overt support from other nations such as America and the Soviet Union.

A civil war occurs when citizens in the same polity clash violently. A nation’s constabulary forces
and defense forces may splinter and engage in violent acts against each other. The War of 1812
in American is a famed example of a civil war that also defeated a foreign power, i.e., Britain.
20

Case study

Fake news

Mass political and economic instability reported in Venezuela during 2018 and 2019 may be of
interest to those who wish to conduct independent, in-depth research over an extended period.
This interesting case study probably aligns with attempts by superpower states and blocs to
shape a global currency reset that is driven by a new economic world order. Venezuela likely
holds the world’s second largest deposits of high-quality crude oil. It is a strategic trading nation.

Much news reported in mainstream corporate media is fake or erroneous. It is disingenuous to
merely quote so-called ‘facts’ about developments in Venezuela based on secondary accounts by
global news agencies such as Reuters or state enterprises such as China’s Xinhua News Agency.

It is virtually impossible for casual observers, such as me, to comprehend the breadth of financial
issues and developments that relate to the economy and internal affairs of Venezuela. The official
language of Venezuela is Spanish. Critical official speeches and government policy documents
that offer first-hand accounts of this dire situation are recorded in Spanish. It is difficult to
understand the dynamics of a region if one has not recently lived there for an extended period.
21

Part 8

World order

The free flow of knowledge and innovative ideas underpins a successful civilization. Failure to
implement or sustain information sharing undermines the survival and prosperity of a polity.

I theorize that the so-called ‘Iron Curtain bloc’, i.e., Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union during
the post Second World War period until circa 1990 is worthy of civilizational status by historians.
The military apparatus and intelligence agencies in these member states exerted strong control
over communist government policies. In contrast to free-market Western states, these member
nations administered centrally planned economies. They were deeply suspicious and hostile
towards the intentions of neighboring states who were members or loose allies of the NATO pact.

With rare exception, all media outlets in the former Communist bloc were tightly controlled by
state agencies such as the ‘Department of Information and Propaganda’. Social sciences courses
taught in schools were uniform. In contrast to Western nations, it was a serious offence for school
teachers and college academics to criticize their government or flatter Western culture.

Descriptions above are a classic western perspective of life behind the Iron Curtain. This book’s
author relies on English language books and documentaries and chats with family and friends
who lived in Eastern Europe during the last century to draw inferences. Persons who lived behind
the iron curtain and those who consult primary data sources may form different conclusions.
22

Case study

Book burning

The ritualistic burning of text sources on a national or regional scale, is a strong indicator of an
intent to reset the culture of a social formation. Two scenarios may drive this phenomenon. The
liberation of a nation or region from an oppressive civilizational ruler can be the catalyst for the
mass destruction of propaganda and toxic material that is conveyed in a foreign language or an
ideology imposed on the oppressed. This scenario is a free-willed response by the people. In the
second scenario, a powerful state apparatus such as the military or parliament dictate that the
populace must destroy specific cultural media such as college textbooks and foreign movies.

The desirability of resetting a polity’s cultural heirlooms is often contested. Jon Doe may believe
that a volume of books conveys information that empowers humanity. His twin sister, Jane Doe,
may regards these books to be sham propaganda that enslaves and humiliates her community.

The cavity in the image above (left) contained a colossal Buddha statue. According to Western
media, ancient Buddha statues were bombed by the Islamic Afghani Taliban Government in 2001.
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Ancient resets

This section explores a detailed case study that is popular among Civilization Reset researchers –
the ‘lost’ civilization of Tartaria. The so-called ‘lost’ civilization of Tartaria reminds me of my visit
to the ‘Lost’ City of Petra, Jordan in 2000. My tour guide, a champion host, informed his audience
that Petra was never lost. It has perpetually been part of regional Jordanian culture for millennia.

The Lost City of Petra is possibly a myth that aims to glorify foreigners who first witnessed this
splendor in the 19th Century. I don’t have a spare decade to invest to debunk this myth. Having
been to Petra, I instinctively believe my tour guide – a local soul on the ground. The grand
magnificence of The Treasury and nearby relics are near-impossible to lose. The story of Petra
reminds me, and some others, that civilizational narratives on the same topic may vary widely.
24

Tartaria

The notion that an ancient civilization known as Tartaria once existed provides a useful,
interesting lens to analyze in further detail the ways in which a civilization may be reset.

Childe (1701)

Whether or not this civilization is mythical, or a factual part of history is incidental. The
exploration of this topic, with an open-mind, may allow readers to develop a deeper
understanding of the forces that have shaped civilizational resets in ancient and recent eras.

I theorize that a civilization may be reset via the following five main categories of forces:


Nature;



Agency;



War;



Misadventure;



Supernatural.

The term ‘human agency’ has a constructive connotation. War is a destructive type of human
agency. I explore the above listed forces overleaf, in addition to ‘unknown’ forces and causes.
25

Context

I recall visiting the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Bethlehem in 2000. The tour guide informed
me that the Roman Catholic Church, Eastern Orthodox Church and the Armenian Apostolic
Church share rights to the tomb’s interior. I recall thinking to myself “hhhmmm, I don’t know
much about Armenia – I am intrigued that this small nation has equal status at a famous holy site
with two religious superpowers”.

Rare Maps (2019)

I thought no more of this encounter and passing thought until 2019.
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It is beyond the scope of this ‘short introductions’ style book to prove or disprove that an Ancient
Euro-Asian Empire known as Tartaria existed at some point in time during the past millennia. I
doubt that such a project is feasible for a talented doctoral thesis scholar over a four-year period.

Using search engines such as Yahoo and Bing, private researchers can readily identify that a vast
body of works exists that claim a Tartarian Empire existed. Some websites claim to document
original book covers and text from prior centuries that discuss the Tartarian Empire as routine
facts. Independent documentaries uploaded on YouTube may offer a good introduction for those
interested in conducting preliminary inquiries into this contested aspect of history.

The following six subsections explore six theories that may explain why The Lost Kingdom of
Tartaria disappeared as a civilization. It may be beneficial for readers to use their imagination to
consider how these human and non-human interventions are relevant to matters of interest that
relate to their daily lives and private research interests. Most of the events discussed in these
passages are forces that influence personal and collective experiences in modern day times. War
and natural disasters are obvious examples of history shaping events that are a fact of life.
27

Nature
The most popular explanation for the disappearance of the Tartarian Empire is the thesis that a
major natural disaster wiped out this civilization. Those who conduct database queries using the
search terms “Tartaria mud flood” should likewise receive numerous responses concerning this
specific explanation for the destruction of the Tartarian Empire.

Archive researchers refer to a body of historical photographs that show semi-abandoned cities
and major architecture surrounded by mud flood aftermath. The image below is an illustration
example on a web page dedicated to Tartarian Mud Flood Theory (Mud Flood Society, 2019).
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Agency

Some historians argue that Tartaria devolved via one or more human acts. A popular theory is
that Tartaria gradually and peacefully became enmeshed into modern day Russia. Historical
records establish that the birth of the Russian Empire dates to the early 18 th Century CE.

Many maps printed prior to the 20th Century show explicit references to Tartaria. Most such maps
show that this Empire mostly overlapped with modern day Russia. The map below is an example.

The map above predates the birth of the Russian Empire by around four decades.
29

War

Some independent researchers claim that the modern-day Russian Empire annexed the Tartarian
Empire by force. Declassified Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) documents may provide insight
into these claims. Textual documents on this agency’s online digital library make many reference
to the Tatar people. Independent researchers may confirm this claim using search words such as
‘Tartar’ and ‘Tartaria’ on the CIA’s digital library search engine at: https://www.cia.gov/library/

The extract below is an example of a document dated 1957 that discusses the history of Tartar.

My personal and professional view is that it is healthy to be skeptical of declassified material
published by any nation’s intelligence agencies. It is also desirable to always have an open-mind.
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Misadventure

It is possible for any civilization to destruct or gradually disappear due to one or more unfortunate
incidents that are not managed or foreseen by its leaders. History is littered with examples of
tragic events that inflict a massive toll on human populaces and infrastructure. The Black Plague
is a historical example of a disease that killed millions of people in Eurasia during the mid-14 th
Century. Estimates range from tens to hundreds of millions of lives lost to this plague.

Lethal manmade pesticides and poorly built infrastructure are examples of human technologies
that have unintentionally causes mass deaths, as captured by reliable historical records. The
collapse of the St. Francis Dam, San Francisco in 1928 killed more than 600 people.

Amateur historian Bennett Ross (2018) is one theorist among many who that speculates that
misadventures such as famine and disease were forces that depopulated Tartaria.

I suggest that historians should support all opinions with multiple independent sets of primary
source evidence. Examples include state genealogy records, Hansard and archeological relics.
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Supernatural

References to so-called ‘godly acts’ are dominant among historians who publish theses that
explain the demise of Tartaria. Supernatural discussions are distinct from those that focus on
local natural floods. Theorists claim that an epic global flood reset multiple Earthly civilizations.

Independent researchers should have no problems finding numerous websites with digital
images and videos on platforms such as YouTube that claim to show historical photos of the
aftermath of massive mud floods. Images below from YouTube are examples among hundreds.

Some people draw connections to references to massive floods in religous texts. The story of
Noah’s Ark in the Book of Genesis of the Old Testament is an often-cited example.

Some historians claim that ‘godly’ acts such as mass earthquakes may have reset Tartaria.
32

Unknown
Many historians describe Tartaria as an enlightened empire that has been erased from the history
books by the current nefarious world order. They speculate that recognition of this Tartarian
empire threatens corrupt present-day elites as Tartaria was a model of justice and prosperity.

Such historians argue that much architecture in modern day America, Australia, Britain, Ireland
and other countries is not consistent with dominant architecture of the same period. These odd
architectural styles are not consistent with official historical narratives that chronicle materials
and architectural designs used in a region during a specified era. Much of this architecture has
Medieval Eurasian façades and interiors. The micro-detailed aesthetic and functional complexity
of these structures could not have been formed using primitive technologies of the time.

Auto Didactic (2019)

I strongly commend the Jon Levi YouTube Channel (2019) for those interested in researching
Tartarian architecture in America and censored resets that may have occurred in this nation.
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The Iowa State Capitol Dome was constructed between 1871 and 1886. This structure is the only
five domed capital building in the United States of America.

Compare the style of the Iowan building above to the Novocherkassk Cathedral which was first
erected in 1891. Five dome Orthodox churches are popular designs in the Eurasian region.
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A dominant theme among global mud flood theorists is the observation that thousands of grand
buildings have their lowest floor/s located below street level. Semi basement sunken ground
floor buildings are popular in Central Melbourne, such as the Old Treasury Building (1858-1862).

Underground concourses at Grand Central Station sit on track land that was constructed in 1869.

1913

These theorists speculate that a global mud flood submerged the first floor of many structures.
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Case study

Tasty tarts

What is the origin of root words starting with ‘tart’ in the world of not-so-lean cuisine?

Tartare Sauce

Cream of Tartar
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Part 10

Research topics

This section briefly introduces twelve topics that may arouse those who conduct private research
into cataclysmic resets and planned civilization resets. There are dozens of worthy case studies
listed in my working notes. I have listed a handful to stay within the spirt of this book’s short
introduction goal. Those interested in seeing a longer list of research topics may email the author.

When engaging with historical narratives, it is healthy to question every claim and artefact, and
reflect on the motives, qualifications and skills of the authors and those who may control them,
such as publishers, corporate sponsors and regulators. Nowadays, I automatically imagine that a
scientific or historical explanation is possibly the inverse of dominant and official narratives.

The media article below dated 2016 is an example of an inversion of orthodox narratives.

The disrobing of certain hidden truths may be too shocking for the masses who have been lied to
by corrupt governments, educators, mainstream news media and certain false religions.
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Topic:

Ancient Egyptian relics

Theory:

Debunks the theory that human civilizations have constantly evolved.

Modern day scientists cannot explain the technologies, precise scientific calculations and
transport methods used by architects and workers who constructed the famed Giza Pyramids.

Many scholars of hieroglyphics speculate that thousands of ancient Egyptian artefacts depict
flying machines and contact with extra terrestrial entities. Such theories cannot be explained by
mainstream science or by dominant Western historical and religious narratives.

Austin (2016)
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Topic:

Giant humans

Theory:

Giant humans previously roamed planet Earth.

Independent historians who challenge dominant narratives claim that there is a body of evidence
that strongly suggests that giant humans previously roamed planet Earth in ancient times. For
example, ten feet tall urns in northern Laos may be genuine relics of giant drinking cups.

Many grand historical buildings have giant doors for reasons unexplained by modern architects.

Many revisionist Bible scholars claim the non-canonized Old Testament Book of Enoch is a
chronicle of human giants that has been censored by those who control historical narratives.
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Topic:

Fake history

Theory:

Elites who control public discourses invented a millennia of fake history.

Some historians note that many ancient maps seem to start with the letter I or J. The letter J may
depict the Christian Prophet Jesus. The I prefix depicts Ἰησοῦς – the Ancient Greek equivalent
noun. Images below are examples of YouTube documentaries that discuss this phenomenon.

According to orthodoxy, the Western Arabic Number System (1, 2, 3, ...) was invented circa 900
CE. These researchers note that the bulk of Anglo history that discusses Western global
exploration starts at circa 1500 CE. The most famed merchant navigators date from this period
(e.g. Columbus). It is exceptionally rare to see Western tomb engravings dated pre 1500 CE.
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Topic:

Nikola Tesla

Theory:

Time-travel and free energy technologies.

Many enthusiasts of the work of Nikola Tesla are convinced that his scientific work in the field of
physics unlocked many facts about science, space, time and the unlimited potential of
technology-based civilizations. Many of these theorists hold graduate qualifications in science.
sf

According to the theory, Tesla’s work may facilitate time-travel and the distribution of free
energy. This ancient knowledge is concealed by elites who control science, historical narratives
and human populations. These so-called elites have no desire to emancipate human civilizations.
They prefer their current model of debt-slavery, expensive energy and knowledge suppression.
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Topic:

Blood genetics of the Basque people of Western Europe.

Theory:

Evidence of a unique civilization.

The global rhesus negative blood type rate is circa 12%. Around 15% of Anglo Europeans are
rhesus negative. The rate among Basque people in Spain is the highest in the world. Gaia (2018)
and others (e.g. Sarkar et al. 2013) report the Rhesus negative population rate as circa 40%.

Viguer (2010)

This research topic may be of interest to bio-anthropologists, geneticists and others. According
to the theory, there is no orthodox scientific explanation for the unique genetic distribution of
this region. Some claim that this population possess certain superior physical genetic traits.
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Topic:

Manufactured depopulation bio-warfare diseases.

Theory:

Designer laboratory diseases deliberately target Asian persons.

It is a biological fact that Asian populations are genetically more susceptible to certain blood
diseases and respiratory diseases such as Swine Flu. Journalist Benjamín Fulford (2018) and
others claim that certain diseases such as “SARS, bird flu, Ebola” are laboratory grown
depopulation diseases that aim to reduce the human population by around 90%. He alleges that
a global crime cartel orchestrates these crimes. The bloodline origins of this global mafia
syndicate and their current bases are mostly traceable to the Eurasian continent.

I explore this topic in my book titled “Deep State Playbook 101” (Jericho, 2019, p. 45).
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Topic:

Climate engineering poisons – sky vapor trails.

Theory:

Clandestine Western Government programs are spraying aerosol poisons.

The phenomenon ‘climate intervention’ is reported by media and science (e.g. Low et al., 2018).

Climate engineering vapor

Vapor trail distractions

Large aircraft may leave a vapor trail known as condensation trails (‘Contrails’). Many matureage persons know from their life experiences that a contrail is short and dissipates fast. Thick,
clearly visible contrails are rarely seen. Only the largest aircraft leave clear condensation trails. In
recent years, numerous clearly visible, long and thick (miles wide) climate engineering vapors
have become a near-daily phenomenon in various Western nations.

Civilizational researchers link this phenomenon to planned societal resets. Independent scientists
report that these sprays contain barium and aluminum. These chemicals may reduce memory
capacity and life expectancy. They also destroy natural landscapes and make them susceptible to
droughts and fires. These outcomes force reduced populations into concentrated ‘smart cities’.
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Topic:

Emerging isolated American civilization.

Theory:

America’s southern border wall is also a metaphor for an insulated utopia.

Some political analysts theorize that America is transitioning towards a closed, self-sustaining
‘utopian’ society that can protect its citizens from external shocks such as global recession. The
massive southern border aims to repel those whose agenda does not align with this rebirth.

At face-value, the policies of the incumbent administration align with the argument that America
is purposefully withdrawing from globalized economic institutions on a major scale. Since January
2017, the President of the United States of America has:


Withdrawn from the Trans Pacific Partnership;



Signed an intent to withdraw from the Paris Climate Accord;



Renegotiated the North America Free Trade Agreement in his nation’s favor.

This President has also actioned protectionist policies such as imposing tariffs on steel imports.
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I welcome critical-thinking, independent researchers to conduct their own investigations into
these classic mysteries of planet Earth with an open-mind. Please trust your instincts – always.
Stonehenge, England

What is the name of the capital city of the America state of Georgia?

Whose interests does this globalist agency serve in principle and practice?
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Annex 1

Deep State Global Currency Reset

Some writers who research currency resets claim that Bitcoin’s birth was publicized by The
Economist in 1988 (Durden, 2017). The January 1988 cover showcases a gold coin dated 2018.

The Economist, 9-15 January 1988 edition

Sources: Durden in Zero Hedge (2017); Ebay (2018)

I suggest that you conduct your own research to confirm if this magazine cover is authentic or is
a computer-generated imagery internet myth. The archives of most research libraries store
backdated microfiche editions of The Economist. Apparently, the civilian and military intelligence
apparatuses of major nation-states cannot trace the owners of this secretive cryptocurrency.
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